Knovel helps you improve engineering outcomes

You are challenged with reducing design and development time and getting new products to market faster. Whether diversifying your portfolios, scaling for commercialization or meeting client specifications; these business needs weigh on your engineers.

Knovel gives engineers access to vital engineering information along with powerful discovery and analytical tools to meet these challenges, enabling them to stay ahead of the competition.

72% of Knovel users in the Chemicals industry minimized rework or reduced the cycle time between raw material and final product by having access to Knovel.*

“Knovel constantly provides up-to-date information which allowed us to develop the right solutions. And this saved lots of money by avoiding rework.”

— Global Director of Technology
Specialized Polymer Materials Company

“Knovel is a nice tool to help during the research process with new projects, process, products and materials.”

— Innovation & Technology Researcher
Thermoplastic Resins Manufacturer

“Knovel reduces working time and cost through efficient search for our projects to meet customer requirements.”

— Staff Scientist
Industrial Specialty
Chemicals Company

*TechValidate Survey of 604 Chemical Industry Professionals, 2015

Learn more at elsevier.com/knovel